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In Memoriam 
The Editorial Board notes with sadness the recent death of 
Miss Edna Bosanko, IFormer secretary for the Henry Ford 
Hospital Medical Journal and for Dr. Philip Howard, Editor 
ofthe Journal until 1972. During the 1960s, Miss Bosanko 
provided secretarial services and helped to prepare the 
Abstracts section of the Journal for the Abstracts Editor, 
Dr, Gilbert B, Bluhm. 
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are not well known; describe new or substantially modified 
methods, give reasons for using them, and evaluate their 
limitations. 
When reporting experiments on human subjects, indicate 
whether the procedures followed were in accord with the 
ethical standardsof theCommitteeon Human Experimenta-
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in accord with Helsinki Dedaration of 1975. When report-
ing experiments on animal subjects, indicate whether the 
institution'sorthe National Research Council's guide forthe 
care and use of laboratory animals was followed. Identify 
precisely all drugs and chemicals used, including generic 
name(s), dosage(s), and route(s) of administration. Do not 
use patients' names, initials, or hospital numbers. 
Include numbers of observations and the statistical signifi-
cance of the findings when appropriate. Detailed statistical 
analyses, mathematical derivations, and the like may some-
times be suitably presented in the form of one or more 
appendices. 
Results: Present your results in logical sequence in the text, 
tables, and illustrations. Do not repeat in the text all thedata 
in the tables and/or illustrations: emphasize or summarize 
only important observations. 
Discussion: Emphasize the new and important aspects of 
the study and condusions that follow from them. Do not 
repeat in detail data given in the Results section. Include in 
the Discussion the implications of the findings and their 
limitations and relate the observations to other relevant 
studies. Link the conclusions with the goals ofthe study but 
avoid unqualified statements and conclusions not com-
pletely supported by your data. Avoid claiming priority and 
alluding to work that has not been completed. State new 
hypotheses when warranted, but clearly label them as such. 
Recommendations, when appropriate, may be induded. 
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